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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the numerical solution of the following parabolic problem: 
P=(x,y), (P,t)~Q=flx(O,t*Ll], (1) 
u(P,t) = g(P, t), (p,t) E 6Q-l x @,t*] 7 u(P,O) = uO(P), P E 0, 
where /I is a positive parameter, 6’fl is the boundary of R. The functions f(P, t), g(P, t), and u’(P) 
are sufficiently smooth. Under suitable continuity and compatibility conditions on the data, a 
unique solution u(P, t) of (1) exists (see [l] for details). For p < 1, problem (1) is singularly 
perturbed and has boundary layers near dR (see, for example, [2]). 
Iterative domain decomposition algorithms for the solution of singularly perturbed parabolic 
problems have been proposed in [3,4]. These algorithms are based on a combination of a time 
discretization and domain decomposition methods. On each time step, this approach reduces a 
given problem to sequences of problems on appropriate subdomains, where the regions of rapid 
change of the solution (boundary layers) are localized in subdomains. 
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In this paper, we introduce some modifications of the iterative algorithms from [4]. The modi- 
fied algorithms distinguish from the original algorithms by determination of boundary conditions 
on a part of subdomain interfaces. These boundary conditions are given by a linear extrapolation 
in time variable. 
We establish convergence of the iterative algorithms and present estimates of a convergent 
rate depending on geometric aspects for domain decomposition, on the value of the perturbation 
parameter p from (1) and on a time step-size. Notice that we construct and analyze the iterative 
algorithms in the continuous form, i.e., without resort to a spatial discretization of subproblems. 
We test the developed iterative algorithms on a 32 processor Kendall Square Research KSRl 
shared memory computer. For numerical solution of singularly perturbed problems, we apply a 
numerical method using finite difference schemes on special nonuniform grids. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate iterative domain decompo- 
sition algorithms. In Section 3, we present convergence properties of these algorithms. Numerical 
results for a test singularly perturbed problem are described in the last section. 
2. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHMS 
2.1. Semidiscrete Version of Problem (1) 
Approximating the partial derivative e by a backward difference formula, we introduce the 
following semidiscrete version of problem (1) 
U”(P) = g (P, t”) ) P E aq F(P) = d(P), P E R, 
tn=nr, n=1,2 )...) Nt, r=$, 
t 
where L E p”( & + &), r is the uniform time step. 
LEMMA 1. If the solution to (1) is smooth enough, then the following estimate is valid: 
peg Iu (P, t”) - Un(p)l I MT, n=1,2 I...) Nt, 
where u(P, t) and W(P) are the solutions to (1) and (2), respectively, and constant M is inde- 
pendent of r. 
PROOF. The proof is well known and omitted here. 
Further, we obtain estimates of the following differences: 
where 
A”vyP) = hw.F(P) - Ak-w”-yP), n=1,2 ,..., Nt, k 2 1, 
AwyP) = U”(P), n = 0, 1, . . . , Nt , 
AkUo(P) = rk LAk%‘(P) - @;$yt) / ] , k 2 1. 
t=o 
From this and (2), it follows that the functions AhUn satisfy the following problems: 
LAkUn(P)-AkUn(p) -A"U?P) +kfcPtn) 
1 7 P E R, 7 
(3a) 
W) 
(3c) 
(34 
A”U”(P) = X”g (P, t”) , P~a!d, n=l,2 ,..., Nt, k21, 
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where 
x”w (P, P) = x”-lw (P, t”) - Xk-lw (P,ty , 
x”w (P, P) = w (P, t”) ) 
n = 1,2,. . . , N,, k L 1, 
n = 0, 1, . . . , Nt , 
X”zLl(P, 0) = Tk 
@w(P, t) 
.-&k 
t=o ’ 
k 2 1. 
LEMMA 2. If the data of problem (1) satisfy the smoothness conditions 
f(P,t) E C2”lk @) , g(P,t) E C2”*” (q , u’(P) E C2” (9 , k > 1, - 
then the following estimates axe valid: 
gg (AkUn(P)I Mrk, n = 1,2, . . . , NC, 
where hkU”(P) from (3) and constant M is independent of 7. 
PROOF. The proof follows immediately from the maximum principle for problems (3d) (see, for 
example, [5]) and the estimates 
FE% IX”f (P,F)I 5 (con&) rk, me% (X”g (P,t”)l 2 (con&) rk. 
Xi-* 
1 
K-1 Q, . 
b 
I I 
xi7 rl 
I hJ+l 
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Figure 1. Fragment of the multidomain overlap decomposition. 
2.2. Domain Decomposition and Concomitant Notations 
For simplicity, we assume that the domain 0 is a rectangle (0, X) x (0, Y). We introduce the 
multidomain overlap decomposition of the domain fl into the subdomains (see Figure 1): 
%,J = ($ Zf) x (yj”, y7) : 
0 < 28 < xf < x, i=2,3 )...) I-l, x18=0, xF=x, 
0 < yf < y: < Y, j=2,3 ,..., J-1, yp=O, yF=Y; 
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%,j n fA+lf # 0, ($1 < x”) 3 i= 1,2 )...) I-1, 
%,j fl%+2,j = 0, (XE < $2) , i=1,2 )...) I-2, 
j=1,2 J; ,“‘I 
%j n %+I # 0, ($+I < yj") , j=1,2 ,...,J-1, 
%,j n %,j+2 = 0, (Yj” < YY+2) , j=1,2 ,...,J-2, 
i = 1,2,. . . , I; 
‘Pi,j = {the corners of T&,j} ; 
dRi,j = 6 Xl&, 
k=l 
as2~,j={P:X=Xf, Yj”<Y<Yj”}, 8fl$={P:X=Xf, YT<Y<Y,“}, 
dR& = {P : xf Ix 5 xf, y = yj”}, aR;,j = {P : xf < 2 I: XE, y = yjE> . 
In addition, we define the subdomains wi, i = 1,2,. . . , I - 1, and wj”, j = 1,2,. . . , J - 1 (see 
Figure 1): 
Wt = (Xi, XF) X (0,Y) 3 fi (Rg n %+l,j) , 
j=l 
0 < xf < xf+1 < xf < x; < x, i=1,2 ,...) I-1, 
W: n id,‘+l = 0, (XC < x:+1> ) i=1,2,...,1-2; 
w; = (0, X) x (Y$ Yj”) 2 (J (%,j n %,j,l) , 
i=l 
o<y;<yy+,<y;<y;<Y, j=1,2 ,..., J-l, 
W; n w;+1 = 0, (Y; < Y;+l) ? j = 1,2, . . . , J - 2. 
In the following, we need some auxiliary subdomains derived from Rid: 
fli,j = {P 1 XB <x < x&, fJ (VB,XLYjE_l,YjB) < Y < u (x:,~B,~~1>Y~+l>YjE)} 
u [&,x:+1] x <yj”,v;> 
u {P : x;+1 < x < x?, u (x:, xf++l, $7 Yj”, Yf-1) < Y < 0 (xc, xf+1, XE, YT, Yf+1>} ; 
i = 1,2,. . . ,I, j=1,2 ,..., J, xf zo, xF+1 EX, yf EO, YJB+1 = Y 
where 0(x1, x2, yi, ~2) is the linear interpolant 
~(X,Xl,X2,Yl,Y2) =y1- 
x - Xl 
x2-x +y2-. 
52 - Xl x2 - Zl 
We also define the boundaries pertained to wf , i = 1,2, . . . , I - 1: 
$!j = {P : x = xf, yj” < y < yf+1} ) $3 = {P : 2 = XT, yj” I y < y;+1> ( j=1,2 ,..., J. 
2.3. Statement of Domain Decomposition Algorithms 
Introduce the sequences {W~j(P), n = 1,2,. . . , Nt}, satisfying the following problems: 
Lw~j(P) - 
“Cj(P) - F’(P) 
7 = f(P,fY, P E G,j 7 (44 
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lfj(P) = DZj(P), P E df&,j \ HI, 
qj (P) = 9 (P, t”) , P E ai-2i,j ndo, 
i= 1,2 )...) I, j=1,2 J, ,.“, 
where Vn(P), P E a, is the solution on the nth time step, 
l@(P) = Q(P), P E R. 
(4b) 
(4c) 
(44 
In addition, we define the following functions: 
D;(P) = 
{ 
7 [w(P) - f(P,O)] , n = 1, 
V+l(P) - V+‘(P), n 12, 
P E dfli,i \ afis (5) 
2.3.1. “Black-white” Schwarz’s algorithms with time extrapolation 
We consider “black-white” version of Schwarz’s algorithm, AEl. The colouring of subdomains 
Ri,j, i = 1,2,. . _, I, j = 1,2,. . . , J, is realized as follows: “black”: (i, j) E CB = {(i + j) - even}; 
“white”: (i, j) E CW = {(i + j) - odd}. 
The boundary conditions from (4b) for AEl have the forms: 
(i, j) E CB: 
i$j(P) = v-l(P) + D;(P), P E dSli,j \ Xl; (64 
(i,j) E cw: 
w;~+~(P), P E dfl!,j, 1 2 i 5 1, 1 I j < J, 
where the functions D;(P) are defined in (5). 
The functions Vn(P) are determined by 
i 
iTi,j \ flew, (4.9 E CB, 
Vn(P) = W:;(P), P E 2,,j, (i, j) E CW n {i - odd}, (64 
f&j, Wi,j n X2, (i, j) E CW fl {i - even}, 
i= 1,2 ,..., I, j=1,2 ,..., J, n=1,2 ,..., N,, 
where Qcw = Uci,j)EcwRi,ie Note that the functions Vn(P) have discontinuities of the first kind 
at the boundaries II(i,j)ecwdfii,j. 
From (6), it follows that on each time step of algorithm AEl the same coloured subproblems 
are solved concurrently. Thus, the number of sequential stages for AEl is 2. 
2.3.2. Modified Schwarz’s algorithm with “interfacial” problems 
and time extrapolation 
This algorithm, AEZ, is constructed using the “interfacial” problems: 
wp) - 
zy$(P) - v-l(P) 
7 
=f(P,T), PEW;, i=l,Z )..., I-1, (74 
,;",iCp) = wrj(p), p E $7 
Z;“,,(P) = $++l,j(P), P E $;, j = 1,2,. . . , J, 
&(P) = L?(P, t”), Peab$ndQ 
Lz$j Cp) - 
z&(P) - v-l(P) 
7 
=f(P,t”), PEW;, j=1,2 ,..., J-l, U’b) 
z;,j(p) = w;j(P)9 P E (dL$ \ a”) n Sl;2i,j, 
zF,j(p) = w~j+l(p)~ P E (8Ujy \ flz) n Oi,j+l, i = 1,2,. . . , I, 
G,jCp) = z?i(p), PE&~niZ~, i=1,2 ,..., I-1, 
zz",j(p> =g(P~tn)~ PE dw;ndR, 
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where Ox = Ui;iuc. The boundary conditions in (4b) are given by 
CYj(P) = v-l(P) + q,%(P), P E a-li,j \ a-l, 
where D?(P) from (5). 
(7c) 
Algorithm AE2 involves three sequential stages. First, we solve the (1 x J) subproblems 
from (4), thereupon (I - 1) “interfacial” problems from (7a) and (J - 1) “interfacial” problems 
from (7b). 
The continuous functions V”(P) are chosen in the form 
Vcj(P), PEIii,j\iY, i=l,2,...,1, j=1,2,...,J; 
V”(P) = 
I 
~~,j(P)l Penal j=1,2,...,J-l; 
z$(P), PEGJf\F, i=1,2 (...) I-1; 
n = 1,2, . . . , N,, 
0’4 
where CP = U~~:w,” and 0”’ = CP U W. 
REMARK 1. In the case of algorithms AEl and AE2 for determination of the boundary conditions 
on “inner” boundaries of appropriate subdomains, we use the solutions from two previous time 
step (“two-level” time extrapolation). Applying this approach, we can also introduce other 
iterative algorithms using time extrapolation. To illustrate this, the corresponding iterative 
algorithms with “three-level” time extrapolation are defined by expression (5) in the following 
form: 
{ 
79$,0(P) + 0.572 [LV;p(P) - f,o(P)] ) n = 1, 
D”,(P) = 2,&O(P) + 2r2 [Lv;P(P) - f:(P)] , n = 2, P E X&j \ afit, 
2Vn-‘(P) - 3Vne2(P) + Vnm3(P), n 2 3, 
&O(P) = LVO(P) - f(P,O), f;(p) = Qy . 
t=o 
3. CONVERGENCE OF DOMAIN 
DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHMS 
We now dwell on convergence properties of our iterative algorithms. We present estimates of 
a convergent rate depending on the value of the perturbation parameter p from (l), on the time 
step-size T, and on the geometric characteristics for domain decomposition: 
H” = ,<y!$!_, (x” - &> 7 HY = min 
-- 
l<j<J-l bj” -Y&1> ’ 
-- 
h” = r<m& {min [(z$r - zi) , (zz - zf)]} , 
-- 
hY =l+)yml {min [(Y~B+~ - yj”) , (Y; - $)I}. -- 
3.1. Convergence Results 
We formulate the convergence results for algorithms AEl and AE2. Here we use conver- 
gence properties of the corresponding iterative algorithms Al and A2 without time extrapolation 
from [4]. In the case of algorithms Al and A2, expression (5) has the following form: 
D?(P) = 0, P E Xl,,j \ Xl, n 2 1. (8) 
THEOREM 1. 
(1) Algorithms (4), (6), and (8): Al converges to the solution of problem (2) with the rate 
9 A1 E (0, l), where for q A1, the following bound holds: 
9 A1 < 4exp 
[ 
min(H”, HY) 
- 1 2pw * 
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In this case, the functions Vn(P) have discontinuities of the first kind at the boundaries 
I? = n(i,i)Ecwd~i,j for which the following estimates hold: 
(. ?g& [yg Iv&(P) - Vn(P)i] 5 (const) qA1, 12 = 1,2,. . . ,A$. 
2, 
i-even 
(2) Algorithms (4)-(6): AEl converges to the solution Un(P) of problem (2) with the rate 
Q AE1 E (0,l). For q AE1, the following formula holds: 
AEl _ 
Q - 
q-41 [l- (qAl)“t] 
Nt (1 - qA1) * Pb) 
As in Part (11, the functions Vn(P) have discontinuities of the first kind at the boundaries I’ 
for which the same estimates with qAE1 hold. 
THEOREM 2. 
(1) Algorithms (41, (71, and (8): A2 converges to the solution of problem (2) with the rate 
qA2 E (0, l), where for q A2, the following bound holds: 
Q A2 c4exp 
{ 
min [(H” + h”) , (Hy + hy)] 
- 
p&2 ). 
(2) Algorithms (4), (51, and (7): AE2 converges to the solution of problem (2) with the rate 
Q AE2 E (0, l), where for q AE2, the following formula holds: 
4 Am = 
qA2 [l - (4A2)Nt] 
Nt (1 - QA2) . 
(lob) 
The proofs of the first parts of Theorems 1 and 2 can be found in [4]. The proof technique of the 
second parts of these theorems will be illustrated in Section 3.2 by the example of algorithm AE2. 
REMARK 2. It can be shown (see [4] for details) that the iterative algorithms A2 and AE2 
converge to the solution of problem (2) even for 
n R,,j = 0. 
l<i<I 
l<jlJ 
REMARK 3. From Lemma 1, Theorems 1 and 2, it follows that the iterative algorithms converge 
to the solution u(P, t) of the continuous problem (1) with the rate O(T + q). 
REMARK 4. The estimates from Theorems 1 and 2 enable us to determine overlapping interval 
sizes (p and r fixed) wherein the following bound holds qA 5 6, where 6 is the required rate of 
convergence of iterative algorithms Al or A2. Indeed, from (9a) or (lOa), we get that the above 
inequality is fulfilled for 
7-IA > YlF/6A = MA&/’ In i , 
I 1 
where MA’ = 2 and 7iAi = min(W, W) for algorithm Al, MA2 = 1 and l.iA2 = min[(H” + h”), 
(HY + hg)] for algorithm A2. 
REMARK 5. Estimates (9b) and (lob) give qAE < qA, at Nt > 1. Hence, it follows that 
7-IfE < 7-l& 
where 7ifE is introduced analogously to Iif from Remark 4. 
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3.2. The Proof of the Second Part of Theorem 2 
In the following lemmas, we obtain results necessary below. The proofs of these lemmas can 
be found in [4]. 
Introduce the functions Q(P) and Qi,j(P) satisfying the problems 
La;(P) - P&qj(P) = 0, P E R&j, QI,,j(P) = 1, P E dfli,j; (114 
L@i,j(P) -I PO@i,j(P) = 0, p E Q,j, (lib) 
%,j(P> = 1 
1, P E dRi,j \ Xl, 
0, P E dfl~,j fl %I; 
i = 1,2,. . . ,I, j=1,2 )...) J; 
where L from (2) and PO = const > 0. Note that 
@&j(p) E @),',,j(p), PET&j, i=2,3 ,..., I-l, j=2,3 ,..., J-l. 
LEMMA 3. If Q;j(P) and @j(P) are the solutions to (lla) and (lib), respectively, then the 
following estimates hold: 
where CF, CP, and R”v axe defined in (7). 
We introduce also the functions +i(P) by the following problems: 
W(P) - Po?cli(P) = 0, PEW?, i=l,2 )...) I-l, 
Ilr,(p) = aCj(p)~ 
1 
PE$‘$, j=1,2 ,.,., J, 
@i+l,j(p), PET?:, j=1,2,...,J, 
lw) = 0, PEaw;nafi2, 
where Qi,j(P) from (llb). 
LEMMA 4. For the solutions to (13), the following estimates hold: 
where cQ~,~(P) from (lla). 
Define the functions Wi,j(P) satisfying the following problems: 
LW,j(p) - looWi,j(P) = Fi,j(P), p E f&j, 
w&j(p) = 
{ 
Q,j(P) $0. P E dCiivj \ afit, 
0, P 6 dfli,j n aa, 
i = 1,2,..., I, j=1.2 ,.,., J, 
(13) 
(14) 
where ,& from (11). The functions Fi,j(P) and tii,j(P) are sufficiently smooth. 
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LEMMA 5. If@$(P), @i,j(P), and wi,j(P) are the solutions to (lla), (Ilb), and (14), respec- 
tively, then the following inequality holds: 
I~dP)l 5 %j(P) Il”i,j(P)llan,,j\an + [l - @;,j(P)] 
IIFi>j (P) IIn.,, po ) 
p E R,j \ (P&j n a-l)) i = 1,2,. . . ,I, j = 1,2,. . .) J, 
where 
Now we consider the problems 
LwF(P) - po(P)Wr(P) = F?(P), PEW?, i=1,2 )...) I-1, (15a) 
w?(P) = ?iq(P), P E aw,“, (15b) 
where F:(P) are sufficiently smooth. We suppose that the following inequality is true: 
PC) 
where ICY = const > 0, the functions &(P) are defined in (13). &(P) and tif (P) have disconti- 
nuities of the first kind at the common set of points PF = {(x8’“, yf), j = 2,3,. . . , J}. 
LEMMA 6. If$i(P) and w;(P) are the solutions to (13) and (15), respectively, then the following 
estimate holds: 
I$(P)I 5 /s&(P) + llF~~)llu:, PEi.q\P?. 
THE PROOF OF THE SECOND PARTOF THEOREM 2. 
By analogy with (3a)-(3c), we consider the differences h%“(P), R”z~,~(P), A%&(P), and 
AkVn(P), where 
Akwn(P) = A”-‘wn(P) - Ak-lw”-‘(P), 
Aown = w”(P), 
Q(P) = ,0(P), 
n = 1,2,.;. . ,Nt, k2 1, 
n=I,2 ,..., iV,, 
A%‘(P) = rk LA”-‘u’(P) - ai-a,;LTt)j ] , k 2 1. 
t=o 
Introduce the functions 
J?jP) = “&(P) - U”(P), i = 1,2,.... I, j=1,2 ,..., J, 
cl”,m = G,i(P) - WP), i=1,2 ,...( I-1, 
CFJP) = qjw - U”(P), j=1,2,...,J-1, 
E:“(P) = V”(P) - U”(P), n = 0, 1, . , . , Nt . 
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From (3), (4), (7), and (8), we have 
Lhkgj(P) - 
AkCtj Cp) 
= - 
Ilk?-l( P) 
7 
f~“c$~((P) = AkV”-l(P) + A :+‘v”-‘(P) -kv”(P), 
P E f&j3 
P E Xli,j \ afi, 
A”5~j((P) = 0, P E aR,rj fl Xi; 
LA”<;,(P)- 
AkCW) 
; = - 
AkEn-‘(P) 
7 ’ 
PEW?, 
A”Cc,(P) = A”Etj(P)> P E ~$7 AkC[i(P> = Akt?+l,j(P), P E ~cje, 
AkCl”,i(P) = 0, PE dwfntm; 
LAkG,j (PI - 
AkCgjCp> =- 
A”?‘-‘(P) 
7 7 ’ 
PEW;’ 
AkG,jtP> = A”t$(P), PE (aW~\fP)flRi,j, 
AkC& (PI = Akltj+l (PI 1 P E (aWi \ ST) fl Ri,j+l, 
A”G’,jCP) = A”Cri(P), P E aw; niq, 
AkC$,j (PI = 0, Pcdw,“ndR; 
n= 1,2 )..., Nt, A”=‘(P) = 0, P E R, k = O,l,. . . , Nt - 1. 
From here, using (7d) and the maximum principle, we conclude the estimates 
(164 
PI 
(16~) 
n=1,2 ,..., h$, k=O,l,..., i&-l. 
Estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (17). From (Isa), using Lemma 5, we have 
lAk5~j(P)l 5 @i,j(P) I(AkCifj(P)lj,,i j + [l - QZ,j(P)] IIAk~“-‘(P)ll,,,j 7 
P E R&j \ (Pi,j n tG2), 
where Qt,j(P) and @i,j(P) are the solution to (lla) and (llb), respectively, with PO = l/r. 
From (16a), it follows 
]A”~~j(P)] = ]AkVn-‘(P) + A k+lVn-l(P) - AkUn(P) f [AkUn-l(P) + Ak+‘Un-l(P)] ] 
I IA kF-l(P)l + ]Ak+‘Zn-‘(P)] + ]Ak+‘Un(P)] , 
P E ZQ,j \ X22. 
Thus we conclude 
IAkt$(P)l 5 @i,j(P) [IlAk+2Un(P)lln + IIAkSn-I(P)ll,,i,j + IIAk+l~n-l(~)Ilan,,j] 
+ [l - Q&(P)] IIAk~n-‘(P)ll,i,l 
(18) 
s Qi,j(P) [(lAk+2Un(P)II, + IJAk+l~*-l(~)lln] + IlAkE”-‘(P)IIn, 
P E E&j \ (Pi,j n Xl). 
Finally, using (12b), we get 
lytyI I/Ak~~j(P)lIan.unRi,, 5 P [I)Ak+2Un(P)lln + IIAk+l~:n-l(P)llJ + IIAk~n-‘(P)lln 1 (19) -- 
l<j<J -- 
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where 
@‘i*,j(P) * 
I 
PO) 
Now we estimate IIAk<Ifi(P)Ilij:n~Wy. From (16b), (18), and Lemma 6, it follows 
where ‘&(p) is the solution to (13) with Pc = l/r. Applying Lemma 4 and using the fact that 
we have 
l<y<yT1 (IAk6:i(p)I(ijTnawv I P [lIAk+2W=)j~, + I)Ak+l~n-l(p)lln] + I(Ak=“-‘P)(ln. 
lzj? J-l 
’ 3 
-- 
Substituting this estimate and (19) in (17) and using Lemma 2, we obtain 
II A”P(P)]], 5 p [(const) rk+2 + ]JA”+~E~-‘(P)]]~] + IIAkP-l(P)IIS1, 
m=1,2 ,..., Nt, k=O,l,..., Nt-1. 
Summing these expressions from m = 1 to m = n 5 Nt - k, we get 
n-l 
]]AkZn(P)]]o 5 p (const) rk+2 n + c I(Ak+‘Zm(P)Iln , 
m=O 1 
n=1,2,..., N,-k, k=O,l,..., Nt-2. 
Having regard to 
and 
]]AkEo(P)(],=O, k=O,l,..., N,, 
jIAN”-lE1(P)lln I (const) prrvt+‘, 
we conclude 
Nt-k-l 
5 (const) ~~+lp C p’ 
l=O 
< (const) 7 
kp (l - PNt-“) 
Nt (1 - P> ’ 
k=O,l,..., Nt-2. 
Hence, using (12a) and (20), we can establish the convergence of algorithm Al32 with linear rate 
Now relationship (lob) for qAE2 follows immediately from [4] (see the proof of Theorem 3) 
wherein the expression q A2 = p has been obtained. Ibidem estimate (lOa) has been proved. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Here we present the results of numerical experiments for iterative algorithms Al, A2, and AEl, 
AE2. Notice that the results for Al and A2 have been discussed previously in [4] and are cited 
here to compare the effectiveness of the algorithms without and with time extrapolation. 
As a test problem, we consider problem (1) with X = 2, Y = 2, f(P, t) = 0, g(P, t) = sin(&). 
In the case p 5 1 and ~9 = lOOr, this problem may be considered as a singularly perturbed 
problem (see, for example, [3]). 
The original domain R exhibits translational symmetry. We consider the test problem only for 
P E (0,2) x (0,l). On the boundary 0 < 2 5 2, y = 1, we apply the homogeneous Neumann 
boundary condition. 
We test our iterative algorithms on a shared memory multiprocessor, the Kendall Square 
Research KSRl at the University of Toronto. This has 32 processors, each with standard wordsize 
of 64 bits. The processors are full custom CMOS superscalar RISC devices with a 20Mhz 
clock. Each processor has a local memory of 32 Mbytes with a maximum performance rating of 
40 MFLOPS. The coding used Presto, the parallel processing run-time library, to parallelize do 
loops in the Fortran code. Library calls to the parallel processing library set and managed the 
number of processors, and to synchronize the processes after the solution of the same coloured 
subproblems. The overhead of these operations was negligible. 
4.1. Numerical Approach 
Recall that our iterative algorithms are the combination of the time discretization and the 
domain decomposition methods. The time discretization reduces the given parabolic singularly 
perturbed problem (1) to the sequence of elliptic problems on appropriate subdomains. To solve 
on each time step these singularly perturbed problems, we apply a numerical method using finite 
difference schemes on special nonuniform grids from [6]. This method exhibits the property of 
uniform convergence with respect to the perturbation parameter. 
Introduce the nonequidistant grid {zi, i = 0, 1, . . . , NZ = 4n) x {yj, j = 0, 1, . . . , Ng = 2n): 
xi = P,(i, n), i=0,1,..., 12, xn = he, 
xn+i = P (6 ha 2 - he, 2n) , i = 0, 1, . . . ,2n; 
x4+i = 2 - ~~(6 n), i=O,l,..., n, x3,=2-h,, 
~j = &n), j=O,l,..., 12, in = he, 
yn+j = d, L 1, n>, j=O,l,..., 12. 
Here the mesh generating function p,(i,n) determines mesh points inside boundary layers and 
has the logarithmic type form: 
pc(i,n) i”-eln (l- qi) , i=O,l,..., 72, h(n,n) = h,, 
where h, = e]ln(e)J, E = (2/8)lj2p, is the size of boundary layers (see [3] for details). Outside 
boundary layers, we use uniform meshes. This mesh generating function on [xi, x2] is defined by 
x2-21. 
P(i,xl,x2,n) = XI + ?a, i=O,l,..,, n. 
The differential equations from (2), (4), (7 a , and (7b) are approximated by a simple variable- ) 
mesh formula with the result that we obtain implicit two-level time difference schemes. These 
difference schemes on the above special grid have a rate of e-uniform convergence O(l/Nn t r), 
where No = N, x Nu is the total number of mesh points, r is the step-size of the uniform time 
mesh. 
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We use “natural” decomposition: the regions of rapid change of the solution are localized in 
subdomains. For this purpose, we decompose the domain (0,2) x (0,l) into the six subdomains: 
&,j, 1 5 i I I = 3, 1 5 j 5 J = 2, where the subdomains 51r,z, &,I, flz,r , Rs,r , and f&z have 
the boundary layer. 
In the case of algorithms Al and AEl, we choose 
xf = 0 1 XB = xn+NeE 7 xf = x, = h,, 
xf=zzn=l-he, Xf = x2n-NBB 9 23 - E - x; 
Y1B = 0, Yf = %%+NBE, Yf = yn = he, Y2E = Y, NBE 11. 
We consider the “nonoverlapping” algorithms A2 and AE2 (see Remark 2) 
xf =o, x$x;= xn+Nbe 9 xf = 2: = x%-Nb, 1 x3- 7 E-X 
Y1B =o, yf = T/2B = Yn+N,,,, Yf = y; 
xfi = x, = h,, x; = %+N,,,, x5=x2,=1--h,, x; = x2n--2Nb. 9 
9; = Yn = he, Y; = ?h+2h’b,, Nbe 2 1. 
On each time step the algebraic systems (after discretizations of (2), (4), (7a), and (7b)) are 
solved by ICCG-method up to an accuracy of 6 ICCG. As the initial guess, the solution from the 
previous time step is chosen. 
We solve the test problem by the direct (undecomposed) method up to the time of the steady 
state t*. The criterion of the steady state is chosen in the following form: 
max (O(k+l)nT(P) - irk”‘(P)1 < S*, 
PER 
where @(P) is the numerical approximation of the solution to (2) and nT is the number of time 
steps on the period T = 2x18. It means that if the difference of the computed solution at the 
beginning of two neighbouring periods is less than a given accuracy, then the time t* = (Ic -t l)T. 
4.2. Numerical Results 
In numerical experiments, we choose the mesh size N, x NV = 100 x 50. We suppose S* = r 
and 61CCG = lo-%. 
To make an estimate of the real convergence rate of our iterative algorithms, we introduce 
A 
max = l-%% PER --t 
[max (P(P) - P(P)/] , 
where on(P) and v’“(P) are the numerical approximations of the corresponding functions defined 
in Section 2 (see (2), (6c), and (7d)). We represent the maximum error Amax for various p, 
the time step 7, the overlapping interval sizes: H = H” = H” for algorithms Al, AEl, and 
h = h” = hg for algorithms A2, AE2 (in this case H = 0). Notice that the overlapping regions 
for algorithms Al, AEl, and A2, AE2 belong to the zone of the uniform mesh. Thus, these 
regions can be measured by a number of the step-size H, of the uniform mesh, i.e., H = NBEH~ 
and h = NbeH,. The p-dependence of the step-size H, of the uniform mesh is tabulated in 
Table 1. Tables 2-4 show the maximum error for algorithms Al, AEl, A2. and AE2. 
In Tables 5-8, we present the speedups for algorithms Al, AEl, A2, and AE2 with respect 
to the direct (undecomposed) method. We introduce the following notations: St = td/tf. 
SpA = t&$ where td is the execution time for the direct method, and tt for the iterative 
algorithms on one processor, and t: for the iterative algorithms by parallel processing (we use 
three and six processors for algorithms Al, AEl, and for A2, AE2, respectively). 
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Table 1. The p-dependence of the step-size Hc of the uniform mesh 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
H,( x 1O-2) 3.193 3.846 3.977 3.997 
Table 2. Maximum error for algorithms Al and AEl at r = 10F3 
NBE A$:,; Aif; (x lo-*) 
2 259.9; 79.33 1.261; 1.260 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.311 
4 29.31. 8.827 -I 1.261; 1.260 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.311 
6 5.861; 1.786 1.261; 1.260 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.311 
8 1.707; 1.694 1.261; 1.260 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.311 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
Table 3. Maximum error for algorithms A2 and AE2 at 7 = 10m3. 
he A&ix; A::: (x 10-4) 
2 254 8. 79.50 A,- 1.261; 1.261 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.310 
4 28.43; 8.582 1.261; 1.261 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.310 
6 3.646; 1.706 1.261; 1.261 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.310 
8 1.681; 1.824 1.261; 1.261 1.305; 1.305 1.312; 1.310 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
Table 4. Maximum error A,,( x 10 -5) for algorithms Al, AE1, A2, and AE2 
at p = 1,~ = 10m4. 
Table 5. Speedups St’ and S, AE1 for algorithms Al and AE1 at T = 10e3. 
NBE s,Al; S,AEl 
2 1.81: 1.88 2.42; 2.67 2.75; 2.93 2.75; 2.97 
4 1.66; 1.70 2.20; 2.39 2.46; 2.62 2.47; 2.62 
6 1.50; 1.56 1.98; 2.13 2.18; 2.30 2.20; 2.33 
8 1.38; 1.43 1.81; 1.92 1.97; 2.07 2.00; 2.07 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
Table 6. Speedups SC2 and StE2 for algorithms A2 and AE2 at r = 10e3 
Nbe ~442;sAE2 s 
2 1.95; 1.84 2.77; 2.57 3.03; 2.83 3.21; 2.98 
4 1.66; 1.55 2.42; 2.20 2.73; 2.53 2.72; 2.55 
6 1.47; 1.38 2.13; 1.91 2.34; 2.16 2.42; 2.18 
8 1.31; 1.20 1.85; 1.70 2.11; 1.90 2.11; 1.90 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
4.3. Discussion of the Computed Results 
We consider the experimental results related to convergence of our iterative algorithms and 
compare these results with the theoretical estimates. 
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Table 7. Speedups S,“’ and StE1 for algorithms Al and AEl at 7 = 10e3. 
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I I NBE sA1. sAE1 n 1 n 1 
2 3.65; 4.10 4.58; 5.31 4.96; 5.72 5.03; 5.85 
4 3.28; 3.65 4.15; 4.71 4.54; 5.02 4.60; 5.10 
6 3.02; 3.30 3.72; 4.19 4.09; 4.53 4.11; 4.51 
8 2.77; 2.98 3.38; 3.80 3.66; 4.04 3.67; 4.06 
I P I 1 I 0.1 I 0.01 I 0.001 I 
Table 8. Speedups S,“” and StE2 for algorithms A2 and AE2 at 7 = 10e3. 
Nbe $2; .s;J= 
2 5.72: 5.84 6.03; 6.46 6.14; 6.55 6.37; 6.61 
4 4.41; 4.04 5.16; 4.94 5.24; 5.22 5.40; 5.27 
6 3.61; 3.08 4.45; 4.01 4.58; 4.29 4.69; 4.35 
8 3.05; 2.51 3.92; 3.36 4.13; 3.70 4.20; 3.71 
P 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
At first, we dwell on convergence of algorithms Al and A2. From Tables 2 and 3, it follows that 
at 7 = 10e3 and p = 1, the maximum errors AA& or At& are a fast decreasing function with 
respect to NBE or Nbe. It should be remarked that at N BE = Nbe = 6 and at NBE = Nbe = 8, 
the following relationships are, respectively, achieved: 
A max=O 
( > 
$+T 7 
and 
A - 0 (PCG) . max- 
From Tables 2 and 3, we have that at ~1 < 1 relationship (21b) is valid at all values of NBE and Nbe. 
Table 4 shows that in the case of 7 = 10m4, Ati, and At& exhibit the similar behaviour. These 
experimental results are in agreement with the convergence estimates for algorithms Al and A2 
from Theorems 1, 2 and Remark 4. 
Besides, the data presented in Tables 2-4 indicate that the corresponding values of Amax for 
algorithms Al and A2 differ little. From this, we can conclude that estimate (9a) on qA1 is too 
high. For the evaluation of the convergence of algorithm Al, the estimate like (lOa) is more 
suitable (see also [4]), i.e., 
Q A1 < 4exp 
[ 
min (Hz, HV) 
- 1 p&2 . 
From Tables 2-4, it follows that at p = 1 for algorithms AEl and AE2, relationships (21) 
are satisfied for lesser values of overlapping interval sizes than for the iterative algorithms with- 
out time extrapolation. Moreover, from Tables 2-4, we get at /J = 1 and NBE = Nbe = 2 
the ratio A~E,(T)/A&(~) = O(T). Th ese results substantiate the convergence estimates for 
algorithms AEl and AE2 from Theorems 1, 2 and Remark 5. 
Now we analyse the computational effectiveness of the iterative algorithms Al, A2, AEl, 
and AE2 on a shared memory multiprocessor, the Kendall Square Research KSRl. 
First we present general comments for all algorithms. From Tables 5-8, we can conclude that: 
l the iterative algorithms on one processor are more effective than the direct (undecomposed) 
method; 
l the speedups for the algorithms are a decreasing function with respect to CL; 
l the speedups for the algorithms are a decreasing function with respect to NBE or Nbe. 
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Tables 5-8 demonstrate a relative proximity of the speedups for all iterative algorithms by parallel 
processing. This phenomenon results from the fact that by solving our test problem with the 
iterative domain decomposition methods, the main part of the computational cost falls on the 
two subproblems associated with subdomains R1,1 and 523,1. Recall that these subproblems in 
algorithms Al and AEl as well as in algorithms A2 and Al32 are solved concurrently. 
Finally, we compare the speedups for algorithms Al and A2 with the speedups for the iter- 
ative algorithms with time extrapolation. Here, we contrast maximum values of the speedups 
conforming to the same values of p and near values of Amax. Moreover, our interest is only 
with the speedups conforming to combinations of parameters (7, p and NBE or Nbe) wherein 
relationship (21a) is true. In other words, we require that the convergent rate of the iterative 
algorithms conforms to the order of convergence of the numerical method used to solve the test 
problem. In Tables 2-8, the “inadequate” values of Amax and the related values of the speedups 
are underlined. 
Notice that in all cases AEl is faster than Al. The dominant effect here is a reduction of 
the number of ICCG-iterations required for solving subproblems on subdomains 01,~ and 03,1. 
For algorithms A2 and AE2, similar results are observed on one processor only at p = 1 and 
by parallel processing at all values of ~1. Besides, we emphasize that algorithm A2 by parallel 
processing is more effective than algorithm Al also by parallel processing. The analogous ratio 
is valid between the iterative algorithms with time extrapolation. 
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